Tenure Observation for Robin Paine
10/22/2009
English 88 @4:45-6:10 pm, room 514
Thursday’s class schedule and Student Learning Objectives (SLO) practiced
(see attached class syllabus):
Categories – warm-up activity, stimulating vocabulary development and critical thinking skills.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to show growth in
the ability to interpret inferences; to analyze and solve problems by linking graphic adjuncts).

Homework check – student accountability for homework assignments.

Review quiz - student closure on work produced, reviewing main idea, patterns of organization,
and vocabulary development.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to locate and
analyze both stated or implied main ideas and supportive details; to identify basic types of
organization.

Correct homework assignment – students will volunteer answers for vocabulary homework;
SQ3R checked with power point presentation (PPT), review test corrected, value judgment
words identified.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to analyze and
solve problems by linking graphic adjuncts; to differentiate fact from opinion.

In class assignments – Using the10 Steps book in small groups, students will discuss strategies
and then read and highlight text on pages 282-283. Groups will identify topic, central point, main
ideas, strategy used for outline, and types of text present in passage (PPT used to verify and
check learning). This assignment will be completed as a homework assignment. Again using the
10 Steps book, Fact and Opinion Mastery Test 1 will be completed in class. Student will
highlight value judgment words.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to locate and
analyze both stated or implied main ideas and supportive details; to identify basic types of
organization; to analyze and solve problems by linking graphic adjuncts; to take notes and/or
outline assigned readings; to differentiate fact from opinion.

Checks for understanding – homework assignments,
and reading lab assignment reminders will be given.

Tenure Observation for Robin Paine
10/29/2009
English 88 @4:45-6:10 pm, room 514
Thursday’s class schedule and Student Learning Objectives (SLO) practiced
(see attached class syllabus and SLO information sheet):
Categories – warm-up activity, stimulating vocabulary development and critical thinking skills.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to show growth in
the ability to interpret inferences; to analyze and solve problems by linking graphic adjuncts).

Homework check – Vocabulary ch.11 and SQ3R checked; MT collected.
(student accountability for homework assignments)

Review quiz - student closure on work produced, reviewing fact and opinion, value judgment
words, implied main idea, and pattern of organization.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to differentiate fact
from opinion; to locate and analyze implied main ideas; to identify basic types of organization.

Correct homework assignment – students will volunteer answers for vocabulary homework;
SQ3R checked with power point presentation (PPT), review test corrected.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to analyze and
solve problems by linking graphic adjuncts; to show growth in the ability to interpret inference.

In class assignments – Using the10 Steps book in small groups, students will discuss strategies
and then read and highlight text on pages 327-328. Groups will identify topic, central point, main
ideas, strategy used for outline, and types of text present in passage (PPT used to verify and
check learning). This assignment will be completed as a homework assignment. Again using the
10 Steps book, Inference Mastery Test 4 will be completed in class.
SLO: to show growth in the ability to distinguish and identify word meaning; to locate and
analyze both stated or implied main ideas and supportive details; to identify basic types of
organization; to analyze and solve problems by linking graphic adjuncts; to take notes and/or
outline assigned readings; to show growth in the ability to interpret inference.

Checks for understanding – homework assignments,
and reading lab assignment reminders will be given.

Michael Heumann
Faculty Self-Assessment
1.
Effect on Students
The effect that I have on students is, I believe, a positive one. As an English instructor at the
college level, I am here to teach students the finer points of English reading, writing, and critical
thinking, and I think I do these things successfully. I feel confident that students who
successfully complete my composition courses are prepared for the next level of composition. I
also feel confident that they will approach writing assignments in other disciplines with a degree
of comfort and confidence because they learned the necessary skills in my class. Reading and
writing are skills that must be learned and practiced in order to be mastered, and so I place a lot
of the emphasis on success in my classes on the students themselves. If they work, they will
learn; if they learn, they will improve. My focus, then, is to guide that learning and that
improvement.
2.
Planned efforts for improving professional competency
I have attended a number of conferences on technology, pedagogy, and curriculum development
in the past few years. I attended the Fall 2005 League of Innovation Conference in Dallas,
Texas, where I learned a number of things about online instruction and web-enhanced teaching
of composition and literature. In 2006, I acted as the college representative at the Fall Plenary
Session for the Academic Senate for the California Community Colleges in Costa Mesa, where I
also co-led a breakout on Accreditation and Distance Education. In Spring 2007, I was again the
college’s representative for the Plenary in San Francisco, and I co-led two different breakouts of
distance education. I also attended the Fall 2007 Plenary in Anaheim, where I helped lead a
breakout on recent changes to Title V curriculum. As a member of the 2007-08 ASCCC
Curriculum Committee, As a member of the state Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, I
co-led a number of breakout sessions at the 2008 Curriculum Institute in Redwood City. In
addition to these conferences, I have also helped organize and teach at IVC’s Summer
Technology Camps from 2005 to the present. I also completed the Etudes 101, Introduction to
Etudes-NG, from Foothill College.
3.
State the degree to which you successfully completed the planned efforts stated in
the previous self-assessment.
N/A
4.
College Activities
I am the Distance Education Coordinator for IVC, which means I oversee the distance education
program, including training, evaluation, and scheduling. I have held this position since shortly
after I arrived at the college in 2005. In addition, I am currently the Vice Chair of College
Council and the Academic Senate Secretary. I act as a consultant for both the Technology
Council and the Curriculum and Instruction Committee, and I attend both committees’ meetings
on a regular basis (though my attendance at C&I this semester was minimal because of a
schedule conflict). I have participated in hiring committees for classified, certified, and
administrative positions. I also have participated in several statewide committees, including the
2006-07 ASCCC Technology Committee, the 2007-08 ASCCC Curriculum Committee, the
Etudes Steering Committee, and the @One Advisory Committee. Finally, I developed a new

course, English 226, Introduction to Mythology, which I hope to teach for the first time in Fall
2009.
5.
Contribution to the Profession
I have co-authored a book, Write It: A Process Approach to College Essays, which was
published by Kendall/Hunt. I also wrote the article, “Accreditation: The Policies on Distance
Education,” for the December 2006 ASCCC Senate Rostrum. I developed one of the first online
courses to be offered at IVC, English 101, and my model for that course has been used by a
number of other English faculty members over the past few years. I have also acted as mentor to
a number of colleagues in the development of their online courses and in using online/web
resources in general. As stated earlier, I hold three additional titles on campus: Distance
Education Coordinator, Vice Chair of College Council, and Academic Senate Secretary. Starting
next semester, I will have one more title: Co-Chair of the Distance Education Committee.
6.
Future Professional Objectives
My future goals include helping to finish the transition of the ACCESO Project from grantfunding to district-funding, thereby fully integrating the distance education program into the
college. This process will (hopefully) be completed by September 2009. Beyond that, I hope to
continue serving on various committees for the state Academic Senate and possibly serve as
IVC’s Academic Senate President at some time in the future. I also look forward to teaching
English 226 for the first time in Fall 09 (and am well underway with the preparation for this
course).

